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a question : " Aren't there more of them than on any other day at this hour ? "
He looked at the row of low houses, on the right-hand side of the street. " Was it in one of those houses ? " Then he looked at the tall grey houses opposite. " It would have been harder for him to get out of them. Besides, you can hear everything. . . . But there are isolated rooms . . . next to a thick wall ... or over an empty apartment. . . . And then, in certain circumstances, it might have been done quietly. . . ,"
He noticed that he was walking along the street himself in a rather unusual way, with hesitating steps, with his head too often raised and questioning, as though he were in this neighbourhood for the first time and were trying to discover a landmark.
He found himself opposite a little grocer's shop.
" I must go in there. I'll buy something or other . . . a box of matches. I'll listen to what the people are saying . . . Yes, but suppose they're talking about that ~ shall I have sufficient self-control not to give myself away ? . . . Haven't I presence of mind enough as a rule ? I had plenty this morning, when I found him in front of me all at once. . . . Yes, but I might flush or turn pale. ... If I do, I must enter into the conversation, give my opinion, talk about all the crimes there are, blame the police. I could say : ' When you live alone, as I do, it's alarming ! ' . . . Surely you have a right to be upset when you hear that there has just been a murder right beside you ? "
A murder ?   Of course.   What else could it have been ?
He crossed the street. He went into the grocer's. There were the proprietor, his assistant, a couple of women customers, and a boy. <c Anything else ? . . . a litre of petrol. . . /' " Would you like them in a box or by the pound ?"..." Maurice, hand me those ninety-five-centime sporxges."
The bookbinder waited, with his ears pricked up, imagining, after every pause, that somebody would say : " By the way* did you hear . . ." His heart was thumping. He was

